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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY You can’t have a good day with a bad attitude & you can’t have a bad day with 
a good attitude.

Hello Goodbye

The Weather
To help us find out what is happening weather-wise we have “The Weather 
Rock” which, unlike BBC weather, is 99% accurate. Using it is simple. Just 
follow these simple rules. If It’s wet then it’s raining. If it’s dry then it ISN”T 
raining. If you can’t see the rock then it is foggy - if you can then it’s clear. 
If the rock is bouncing up and down then there’s an earthquake. If it’’s 
swinging then it’s windy. If the rock is white then it has been snowing. If the 
rock has disappeared then there must’ve been a hurricane.

O.K. Who left this 
mug on Janets desk?

You’d think we have a ‘handle’ 
on this trip by now!

BEWARE OF THE 
LUGGAGE-LOVING 

LOCHODILES!

Poor Hayley got 
home yesterday to 
discover her bag had 
been attacked with 
Gaffa-tape by a crafty 
Lochodile before it was 
put on the trailer. So best 
keep your bunks tidy...



Saturdays Activities

AND FINALLY we wish Patrols A & B safe travels as they depart for their 3 day hike, and welcome their 
return on Tuesday. Special mention to Emma who celebrates her birthday today.

Day one for most started with a familiarisation of the station and personel by some very cleverly disguised games including Fact 
Finder where the leaders had to be matched with some very strange fact about them, and Find The Letters - a code breaker game 
involving finding the locations of letters dotted about the station which helps find the missing word.

 10p fire        Tin-can Popcorn Cooking       Foot Painting         Winner

and in the evening Patrol C won both the sweet quiz and the numbers quiz.

But you can’t keep a mountain biker out of the saddle for too long...


